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1.0 LEVELLING
1.1 Purpose of levelling: Levelling is the art of finding the relative
heights and depths of the objects on the surface of the earth. It is that
part of surveying which deals with the measurements
in vertical plane.
Levelling is of prime importance to an engineer for the purpose of
planning, designing and executing various engineering projects such as
roads, Railways, canals, dams, water supply
and sanitary schemes etc. The Principle of leveling lies in furnishing a
horizontal sight and finding the vertical distances of the points above this
line. This is done with the help of a level and a levelling staff
respectively.
Level Surface: This is a surface parallel to the mean spheroidal surface
of the earth is said to bea level surface. The water surface of a still lake
is also considered to be a level surface.
Horizontal Plane/surface: Any plane tangential to the level surface at
any point is known as the horizontal plane .It is Perpendicular to the
plumb line.
Vertical Plane/surface: Any plane passing through the vertical line is
known as the vertical Plane.
Datum Surface or Line: This is an imaginary level surface or level line
from which the vertical distances of different points(above or below this
line) are measured. In India the datum adopted
for the Great Trigonometrically Survey(GTS) is the mean sea level(MSL)
at Karachi.
Reduced Level(R.L):The vertical distance of appoint above or below the
datum line is known as the reduced level of that point. The RL of a point
may be positive or negative according as the point is above or below the
datum.

Bench Mark: These are fixed points or marks of known RL determined
with reference to the datum line. These are very important marks. They
serve as reference points for finding the RL of
new points or for conducting levelling operations in projects involving
roads, Railways .Bench mark are of four types.
(a)GTS (Great Trigonometric Survey)Bench mark: This Bench
mark s are established by Survey of India at large intervals all over the
country(Mumbai). The values of Reduced levels, the relevant positions
and the number of benchmarks are given in a catalogue published by
this department
(b)Permanent Bench marks: These are fixed points or marks
established by different Government Departments like PWD, Railway,
Irrigation, etc..The R.L’s of these points are determined with reference to
the GTS bench mark., and kept on permanent points like the plinth
of building, parapet of a bridge or culvert, and so on. Sometimes they
are kept on under groundpillars
(c)Arbitrary Bench marks: When the RL’s of some fixed points are
assumed, they are termedarbitrary bench-mars. These are adopted in
small survey operations, when only undulation of theground surface is
required to be determined.
(c)Temporary Bench marks: When the bench marks are established
temporarily at the end of aday’s work, they are said to be temporary
bench marks. They are generally made on the root of atree, the parapet
of a nearby culvert, a furlong post, or on a similar place.
1.3:Description of essential features and use of different types of
leveling Instruments
Three tripod legs,3a-triangular plate may be fixed on the top of tripod or
detachable from the stand,(4),(5),(6) are three foot screws the foot
screw(6)is not visible in the picture,(7) is a magnetic compass,(8) is a
screw for holding a magnifying lens,(9)eye piece,(10)the object glass
of the telescope covered by a detachable sun shade marked(11),(12)a
milled headed screw is used for focusing known as focussing screw.(13)
is one of the four capstan screws holding the cross hairs in the
diaphragm,(14)main spirit level or longitudinal bubble with marked
graduations,(15) a cross level which is smaller in size and is not
graduated usually,(16)is, the triangular base,called leveling
head(trivet),(17) Tribrach

Modifications of dumpy level:Two modified forms of Dumpy level
are(1)Cooke’s V and Cushing’s reversible level.
Cooke’s reversible level:VThe telescope is placed within a socket as
such the telescope can be rotated about its longitudinal axis and (ii) can
be taken out to be replaced with its ends
interchanged in posit on,(iii)the axis of the telescope can be tilted a little
about its transverse horizontal axis by operating the nut marked “S”.
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Cushing’s reversible level:(i) eye piece carrying the diaphragm and
object glass are detachable and, thus, can be interchanged,(ii)Object
glass and the eye piece can be rotated about the
longitudinal axis of the telescope,(iii)The axis of the telescope can be
tilted a little about the horizontal transverse axis of the telescope by
operating the nut marked “S”.
Wye(Y) level:Here the telescope is placed on Y support,(i)the telescope
can be taken out of thesocket and can be replaced with its ends
reversed,(ii)the telescope can be rotated about itslongitudinal axis,(iii)the

telescope can be a little about its transverse horizontal axis by operating
the nut marked ”S”
Tilting level: The telescope can be tilted about its transverse horizontal
axis by operating a screw called tilting screw.The line of collimation, thus
can be made horizontal even when the vertical axis of the instrument is
not truly vertical.Thus it saves time required for adjustment before taking
the reading.
Modern levelling Instruments:
Automatic Levels: The manual adjustment is eliminated in the use of
auto level.A compensator mechanism is used in the functioning of this
level. Only the telescope is approximately level,the compensator is
active and the readings can be taken on the staff at different points.
Electronic digital levels:The level which eliminates the need to read
the staff and record readings, modelDL100digital level,Sokkia’s
SDL30,TopconDL500series level are available.
1.4:Concept ofline of collimation:It is an imaginary line passing
through the intersection of the cross hairs at the diaphragm and the
optical centre of the object glass and its continuation. It is also known as
line of sight.
Axis of the telescope: This is an imaginary line passing through the
optical centre of the object glass and the optical centre of the eye piece.
Axis of the bubble tube: It is an imaginary line tangential to the
longitudinal curve of the bubble tube at its middle point.
1.5:Levelling Staff,types features and use: A level staff is a graduated
rod of rectangular section. It is usually made of teak wood.It may also be
fibre glass or metal.Two types of rod are:-

1)Self-reading which can be read by the instrument operator with
sighting through the telescopeand noting the apparent intersection of the
cross wires on the rod. This is the most common type.
2)The target rods having a movable target that is set by a rod person at
the position indicated by signals from the instrument-man.
A leveling staff can be of(a)Solid i.e of one piece,(b)Folding when it can
be folded to smaller length,(c)Telescopic,when the staff can be
shortened by putting one piece inside another.Solid staff being of one
piece,gives more accurate reading.Folding staff is light and convenient
to handle.As per IS-1779-1961,the width and thickness of the staff
are75mm and 18mm respectively. The staff can be folded to2m
length.To ensure the verticality the staff has a circular
bubble of 25mm sensitivity.each meter is devided into 200subdivisions,the thickness of the graduations being5mm.In telescopic staff
the topmost part is solid and the other two parts are
hollow.The two top pieces when pulled up are kept in position by brass
flat spring clamps at the back of each piece fixed at its lower end ,While
using the telescope staff care should be taken to ensure that the three
parts are fully extended.The telescopic staff are is not as accurate as a
folding staff because of slippage between the parts.
Target staff has sliding target equipped with vernier .It is used for long
distance, when it becomes difficult to take staff readings directly. The
target is a small metal piece of circular or
oval shape about125mm diameter.It is painted red and white in alternate
quadrants .for taking reading the level man directs the staff man to raise
or lower the target till it is bisected by the line of sight. The staff holder
then clamps the target and take the reading.
h.

1.6:Temporary adjustment of level,taking reading with level:
1.Setting up:Initially the tripod is set up at a convenient height and the
instrument is approximately levelled .Some instruments are provided
with a small circular bubble on the tribrach to check the
approximatelevelling.At this stage the the leveling screw should be at the
middle of its run.
2.Levellingup:The instrument is then accurately leveled with the help of
leveling screws or foot screws.For instruments with three foot screws the
following steps are to be followed.
a)Turn the telescope so that the level tube is parallel to the line joining
any two leveling screws as shown in Fig.
b)bring the bubble to the centre of its run by turning the two leveling
screws either both inwards or outwards.c)Turn the telescope through
90º,so that the level tube is over the third screw or on
the line perpendicular to the line joining screws 1 and 2.Bring the bubble
to the centre of its run by the third foot screw only rotating either
clockwise or anticlockwise. d)Repeat the process till the bubble is
accurately centred in both these conditions. e)Now turn the telescope
through 180º so that it again parallel to leveling screws1 and 2.If the
bubble still remains central,the adjustment is all right.If not,the level
should be checked for permanent adjustments.
3.Focussing:This is done in two steps.First step is focusing the eye
piece.This is done by turning the eye piece either in or out until the
crosshairs are sharp and distinct.This will vary from person to person as
it depends on the vision of the observer.The next step is focusing the
objective.
This is done by means of the focusing screw where by the image of the
staff is brought to the plane of the cross hairs.This is checked by moving
the eye up and down when reading the crosshair does not change with
the movement of the eye as the image and the cross hair both move
together.
1.7:Concept of Bench Mark,BS,IS,FS,CP,HI:
1.Station:This is appoint where a leveling staff is held for taking
observations with a level.
2.Height of the Instrument(HI):It means elevation of the line of sight or
line of collimation
with respect to the datum.
3.Back Sight(BS):It is the first reading taken at a station of known
elevation after setting up of the instrument.This reading gives the height
of Instrument(elevation of line of collimation), elevation of line of
collimation=Known elevation+backsight

4.Intermediate Sight(IS):These are readings taken between the 1st and
last reading before shifting the instrument to a new station.
5.Fore Sight(FS):This is the last reading taken before shifting an
instrument to a new station.
6.Turnig Point or Change Point:For leveling over a long distance,the
instrument has to be shifted a number of times.Turning point or change
point connects one set of instrument readings
with the next set of readings with the changed position of the
Instrument.A staff is held on the turning point and a foresight is taken
before shifting the instrument.From the next position of the
instrument another reading is taken at the turning point keeping the staff
undisturbed,which is known as back sight.
7.Reduced Level(RL):Reduced level of a point is its height relative to
the datum. The Level is calculated or reduced with respect to datum.

1.8:Principles of levelling:
a)Direct or simple levelling:In levelling it is desired to find out the
difference in level between two points.Then if the elevation of one point
is known,the elevation of other point can be easily found out.InfIg.the
instrument is placed at C roughly midway between two points A and
B.Thestaff readings are shown in figure.From the figure the R.L of B can
be derived as 100.50+1.51- 0.57=101.44mm.From the reading it can
also be observed that,if the second reading is smaller than the first
reading, it means that the second point is at higher level than that the
first.
b) Trigonometrical levelling: In trigonometrical leveling the difference
in elevation is determined indirectly from horizontal distance and the
vertical angle.It is used mainly to determine elevations of inaccessible
points such as mountain peaks, top of towers etc. as shown
in fig.

(C)Differential leveling:This type of leveling is adopted when(i)the
points are at a great distanceapart,(ii)the difference in elevation between
the points is large,(iii)there are obstacles betweenthepoints.This method
is also known as compound levelling.In this method the level is set up
atseveral suitable positons and staff readings are taken at all of these.
1.9:Field Data entry:Level book
A)Height of collimation or Height of Instrument method:

The reduced level of the line of collimation is said to be the height of
instrument.In this system,the height of the line of collimation is found by
adding the backsight reading to RL of the BM on which the BS is taken.
Then the RL of the intermediate points and the change point
are obtained by subtracting the respective staff readings from the height
of Instrument(HI).Thelevel is then shifted for the next set up and again

the height of the line of collimation is obtainedby adding the backsight
reading to the RL of the change point(which is calculated in the first
setup).So the ht.of instrument is different in different set ups of the
level.Two adjacent places of collimation.Two adjacent planes of
collimation are correlated at the change point by an FS
reading from one setting and aBS reading from the next setting.The RLs
of of unknown points are to be found out by deducting the staff readings
from the RL of the height of instrument.Referring to Fig.
a)RL of HI in 1st setting=100.00+1.255=101.255,RL of A=101.2551.750=99.505,RL of B=101.255-2.150=99.105,(b)RL of HI in 2nd
setting=99.105+2.750=101.855,RL of C=101.855- 1.950=99.905,RL of
D=101.855-1.550=100.305 and so on.,Arithmatic check:___ − _FS
=Last RL -1st RL.The difference between the sum of backsights and that
of foresights must be equal to the difference between the last RL and the
first RL.This check verifies the calculation of the RL of the HI and that of
the change point.There is no check on the RLs of the intermediate
points.
B)The Rise and Fall method:In this method,the difference in level
between two consecutive points is determined by comparing each
forward staff reading with the staff reading at the immediately
preceedingpoint.If the forward staff reading is smaller than the
immediately preceeding staff reading,a rise is said to have occurred. The
rise is added to the RL of the preceeding point to get the RL of the
forward point.If the forward staff reading is greater than the immediately
preceeding staff reading, it means there has been a fall.The fall is
subtracted from the RL of the preceeding point to get the RL of the
forward point. Refer. to Fig.

Point A(with respect to BM)=0.75-1.25=-0.50(Fall), Point B(with respect
to A)=1.25-2.75=- 1.50(Fall),
Point C(with respect to B)=2.75-1.50=+1.25(Rise),Point D(with respect
to C)=1.50-1.75=- 0.25(fall)
RL of BM=100.00,RL of A=100.00-0.50=99.50, RL of B=99.501.50=98.50, RL of C=98.00+1.25=99.25, RL of D=99.25-0.25=99.00
Arithmetic Check:SUMBS-SUMFS=SUMRISE-SUMFALL=LAST RL –FIRST RL

In this method,the difference between the sum of BS’s and that
ofFS’s,the difference between thesum of rises and that of falls and the
difference between the Last RL, and the first RL must be
equal.
Note:The arithmetical check is ment only for the accuracy of calculation
to be verified.It doesnot verify the accuracy of field work.There is a
complete check on the RLs of the intermediatepoints in the rise and fall
system.
1.10:Different types of levelling,uses and methods:
1)Differential or Fly Levelling:It is carried out when the difference in
elevation between two points that are far apart is to be determined.Here
there is no need to determine the RLs of the intermediate points.This
method is adopted when one wants to establish a bench mark near the
15 site of leveling work.Essentially,Backsights and foresights are taken
to reach a point B startingfrom appoint AThis relates the R.L of point B
with the known RL of point A.(Ref:Fig.)

2)Check Levelling:It is the operation done to check the leveling work
done.A simple method is to run run a series of levels as in fly leveling up
to the starting point of the survey at the end of the day.This will check
the accuracy of the leveling work.
3)Profile Levelling:Profile leveling or sectioning is leveling done across
aline,e.g.,alongthecentre line of the road,to get a sketch of the
profile.Essentially the staff stations have to beranged to be along
aline.Reading are taken on the staff held along this line.When the levels
areplotted along the distances in aline,we get aprofile of the ground
showing the elevations of thepoints
4)Crosssectioning:It involves taking levels across alinee.g the centre
line of a road,or a railwayline.Depending upon the width of road,a
number of staff stations are fixed across the centreline.This again gives
a profile perpendicular to the longitudinal line and is useful in
calculatingthe volume,etc

5)ReciprocalLevelling:Reciprocal levelling is done when the distances
are long and it is notpossible to balance the lengths of the line of sights.
This happens,e.g,in the case of points layingon either side of a river,
when it is not possible to maintain the level between the two
points.Thisprocess eliminates many errors due to maladjustment of the
instrument and those due tocurvature and refraction

Example:The following consecutive readings were taken with a dumpy
level along achain line at a common interval of 15m.The first reading
was at a chainage of165m,where RL is 98.085.The instrument was
shifted after the fourth and ninth
readings:3.50,2.245,1.125,0.860,3.125,2.760,1.835,1.470,1.965,1.225,2.
390 and 3.035 Mark rules on a page of your note book in the form of a
level book page and enter on it the above readings and find the RL of all
the points by:(1)The line of Collimation method,(2)The Rise and
fallmethod&apply the usual checks.
(1)The line of Collimation method
:
STATION CHAINAGE BS
IS
POINT
1
165
3.150

FS

HI

RL

101.235 98.085

2

180

2.245

98.99

3

195

1.125

100.11

4

210

5

225

2.760

100.740

6

240

1.835

101.665

7

255

1.470

102.03

8

270

9

285

10

300

TOTAL

3.125

0.860 103.5

1.225

1.965 102.76
2.390

Arithmetic Check
(7.500-5.860)=(99.725-99.085)=+1.640,

100.375 CP

101.535 CP
101.37

3.035
7.5

REMARK

5.86

99.725

2)The Rise and fall method:
ST
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
TOTAL

CH
165
180
195
210
225
240
255
270
285
300

BS
IS
FS
3.150
2.245
1.125
3.125
0.860
2.760
1.835
1.470
1.225
1.965
2.390
3.035
7.5
5.86

RISE FALL RL
REMARK
98.085
0.905
98.99
1.120
100.11
0.265
100.375 CP
0.365
100.740
0.925
101.665
0.365
102.03
0.495 101.535 CP
1.165 101.37
0.645 99.725
3.945 2.305

7.500-5.860=+1.640=(99.725-98.085==3.945-2.305
1.12Efeects of Curvature and refraction:
Leveling instruments provide horizontal line of sight and as a result
curvature error occurs.In addition due to refraction in earth’s atmosphere
the ray gets bent towards the earth introducing
refractionerrors.Fig. illustrates these errors.Neglecting small instrument
HeightSA,OA can be taken as the radius of earth,From Geometry of a
circle,AB(2R+AB)=d2,as AB is very small compared to diameter of the
earthAB.2R= d2,AB= d2/2R,The dia. Of earth is taken
as12734KM,Hence curvature correction:AB=d2/12734Km=0.078 d2
m,dis expressed in Km.The radius of rayICisbent due to refraction is
taken as seven times the radius of earth.The refraction correction is
taken as1/7th of the curvature correction.Refraction correction reduces
the curvature 20 correction and hence combined correction is 6/7th
of0.078d2m,i,e0.067d2 and d is expressed in Km. The correction is
subtractive from staff reading.
Example: Determine the distance for which the combined correction is
5mm.
Correction in m=0.067d2,whered is in Km,d2=0.005/0.067,d=_0. 005 ÷
0.067)
=0.273Km=273m

1.13Reciprocal levelling:
While crossing a river or ravine it is not possible to put the level midway
so that the back sight
and foresight are equal. Sight distance ,however, is long and errors due
ti
(i)collimation,(ii)curvature and refraction are likely to occur. To avoid
these errors two
observations are made.As shown in fig. instrument is placed near station
A and observations are
made. On staffs at A and B.Similarly instrument is placed near B and
staff readings are taken on
B and A.
From 1st set of reading: difference in level=d=BB1=a1+c+e-r-b1=(a1b1)+(c-r)+e
From 2nd set of reading: Difference in level =d=AA1=-(b2+c+e-ra2)=(a2-b2)-(c-r)-e(-sign as
difference is measured at A instead of at B),By adding:2d= (a1-b1)+(a2b2),or, d=½[(a1-b1)+(a2b2)],
Subtracting,2 (c-r)+e=[(a2-b2)-(a1-b1)],or(c-r)+e =½[(a2-b2)-(a1b1)],C=curvature

error,r=refraction error,e=error due to collimation.
Example:The results of reciprocal leveling between stationA and B
250m apart on opposite
sides of a wide river were as follows.
Level at A ----------- ht. of eye piece(m)1.399 --------------staff
reading2.518 on B
Level at B ----------- ht. of eye piece(m)1.332 --------------staff
reading0.524 on A
Find the true difference of level between the stations.and the error due
to imperfect adjustment
of the instrument assuming the mean radius of earth6365Km.
Solution:Since the staff is very close to A and B in 1st and 2nd set up
respectively,the height of
the eye piece is taken as the staff reading.True difference of
level=½[(a1-b1) + (a2-b2)]=
½[(1.399-2.518)+(0.524-1.332)]=-0.964m,Indicating that A is at lower
level than B.
Total error=½[(a2-b2)-(a1-b1)]= ½[(-0.808)-(-1.119)]=+0.156m,Error due
to curvature and
refraction=L2/2R[1-2m]=0.00422m,Error due to collimation=+0.1560.004=+0.152 in
250m,Hence error/100m=+0.06m
Precise leveling:Precise levelling aims at establishing the RL of a point
with highest
precision.The objective of providing such high order of precision in the
measurement is to
establish network of Bench marks.Precise leveling employs precise
level,precise leveling staff
and all possible corrections in order to attain accuracy of highest order in
the Instrument.
Field Work:1)Back sights and fore sights are taken with instrument
equidistant from the staffs
foreliminationof collimation errors,error due to curvature and
refraction.(2)More than one
setting at the same instrument position will help in the reduction of
error.(3)Reading in the staff
are taken in three levels of stadia hairs.
1.14Difficulties in leveling:
1.When the staff is too near the staff:if the staff is held very near the
leveling instrument, the
graduations of the staff are not visible.In such acse a piece of paper is
moved up and down along

the staff until the edge of the paper is bisected by the line of
collimation.Then the reading is
noted from the staff with nackedeye.Sometimes the reading is taken by
looking through the
object glass.
2.Levelling across a large pond or lake:As the water surface is
level,all the points on it will
have the same RL.Two pegs A and B are fixed on opposite banks of the
lake or Pond.The tops of
the pegs are just flush with the water surface.The level is set up at
O1and the RL of A is
determined by taking the FS on A.The RL of B is assumed to be equal to
that of A. Now the
level is shifted and set up at O2.Then by taking the BS on Peg B,leveling
is continued (Ref:Fig.)

3.Levelling across a River:Inacse of a flowing water the surface cannot
be considered to be
level.The water levels on opposite edges will be different. In this case
the method of Reciprocal
leveling is followed.
4.Levelling across a Solid wall: When leveling is carried across a brick
wall, two pegs A and B
are driven on either side of the wall just touching it.The level is setup at
O1 and astaff reading is
taken on A.Let this reading is Ac.Then the height of the wall is measured
by staff.Let the ht.be
AE.The HI is found out by taking aBS on any BM or CP,Then RL of
A=HI-AC,RL of E=RL of
A+AE=RL of F(Same level).The level is shifted to some point O2.The
staff reading Bd is noted
and the Ht. measured.Thus RL of B=RL of F-BF,HI at O2=RL of
B+BD,The leveling is then

continued by working out the HI of the setting(Ref.Fig

5.When the BM is above the Line of collimation:This happens when
the BM is at bottom of abridge girder or on the bottom surface of
aculvert.SupposetheBM exists on the bottom surface
of a culvert and that is required to find out the RL of A.The level is Set up
at O and the staff is held inverted on the BM.The staff reading is taken
and noted with a negative sign.The remark
“staff held inverted” is to be entered in the appropriate coloumn.Let the
BS and FS readings be1.500 and 2.250 respectively. Now. HI=100.000-1.500=98.500,RL of
A=98.500-2.250=95.250
6.Levelling along a steep slope:While leveling along a steep slope in a
hilly area, it is very difficult to have equal BS and FS distances.In such
cases the level should be set up along a Zigzag
path so that the BS and FS distances may be kept equal.Let AB be the
direction of leveling.I1,I2….are the positions of the level and S1,S2,S3…
are the staff position(Ref.Fig.).levelling is continued in this manner and
the RLs of the points are calculated

Errors in levelling and precautions:
1.Instrumental errors:(a) The permanent adjustment of the instrument
may not be perfect.Thatis the line of collimation may not be parallel to
the axis of the bubble tube.(b)The internal

arrangement of the focusing tube is not perfect.(c)The graduation of the
leveling staff may not beperfect.
2.Personal errors: (a)The instrument may not be levelled
perfectly.(b)The focusing of eye piece and object glass may not be
perfect and the parallax may not be eliminated entirely.(c)The
position of the staff may be displaced at the change point at the time of
taking FS and BS readings.(d)The staff may appear inverted when
viewed through the telescope.Bymistake,thestaff readings may be taken
upwards instead of downwards..(e)The reading of the stadia hair
rather than the central collimation hair may be taken by mistake.(f)A
wrong entry may be made in the level book.(g)The staff may not be
properly and fully extended.
3.Errors due to natural Causes:(a)When the distance of sight is too
long, the curvature of the earth may effect the staff reading.(b)The effect
of refraction may cause a wrong staff reading to be taken.(c)The effect
of high winds and a shining Sun may result in a wrong staff
reading.1.16Permanent adjustment of different types of levels:
The establishment of desired relationship between fundamental lines of
a levelling instrument is termed as permanent adjustment.So,permanent
adjustment indicates the rectification of
instrumental errors. The fundamental lines are as follows:
1.The line of collimation,(2)The axis of the bubble tube,(3)The vertical
axis,(4)The axis of telescope. The relationships between the lines are as
follows:1.The line of collimation should be parallel to the axis of bubble
tube,(2)The line of collimation should coincide with the telescope,(3)The
axis of the bubble should be perpendicular to the
verticalaxis.i.e, the bubble should remain in the central position for all
directions of the telescope.
Principle of reversal: If there is any error in a certain part of the
instrument, then it will be doubled by reversing,i.e by revolving the
telescope through180°. Thus the apparent error
becomes twice the actual error on reversal.In a right angled triangle
ABC, the angle ACB is not exactly90° but less by ,°.If this triangle is
reverses as A1B1C,then the angle between the faces BC and B1C
becomes 2 ,°.This is the principle of reversal.Bythis principle,the
relationship between the fundamental lines can be determined and

hence necessary correction can be applied.

Permanent adjustment of dumpy level:(1)To make the axis of the bubble
tube perpendicular to the vertical axis
a)The level is set up on fairly level and firm ground,with its legs well
apart.it is firmly fixed to the ground.(b)The telescope is placed parallel to
any pair of foot screws and by turning the foot
screws either both inward or both outward,the bubble is brought to the
centre.(c)The telescope is the turned through 90°,so that it lies over the
third foot screw.Then by turning the third foot
screw the bubble is brought to the centre,(d)The process is repeated
several times until the bubble is in central position in both the
directions,(e)Now the telescope is turned through 180°
and the position of the bubble is noted.If the bubble still remains in the
central position,thedesired relationship is perfect.Ifnot,the amount of
deviation of the bubble is noted.,(f)suppose
the deviation is2n divisions.Now by turning the capstan headed
nut(which is at one end of the tube),the bubble is brought half-way
back(i.e n division).The remaining half division is adjusted
by the foot screw or screw just below the telescope.(g)The procedure of
adjustment is continued till the bubble remains central position of the
telescope. (2)Two peg method(1)Two pegs A and B are driven at
aknown distance apart(Say D)on level and firm ground.The level is set
up at P,justmid way between A and B.After bringing the bubble
to the centre of its run(usual),the staff readings on A and ?B
aretaken.the staff readings are be a and b.Now the difference of level
between A and B is calculated, this difference is the true
difference, as the level is set up just mid-way between BS and FS.Then
the rise or fall is determined by comparing the staff readings.(b)The level
is shifted and set up at P1(very near to A),say at a distance d from
A.Then after proper leveling(following usual method),staff readings
at A and B are taken.Suppose the readings are a1 and b1.Then the
apparent difference of level is calculated.(c)If the true difference and
apparent difference are equal,the line of collimation is in

adjustment.If not, the line of collimation is inclined.,(d)In the second set
up,letebe the staff reading on B at the same level of the staff reading a1.
Then e=a1±true difference(use the positive
sign in case of a fall and negative sign in case of Rise)
(e)If b1 is greater than e, the line of collimation is inclined upwards and if
b1 is less than e,it is
inclineddownwards.Collimation errors=b1-e(in a distanceD)(f) By
applying the principle of
similartriangle,Correction to near peg,C1=
.
/
(b1-e),correction to far peg,C2=
/ .
/
(b1-e),Correct
staff reading on A= a1±C1,corrct staff reading on B=b1±C2 (use the
positive sign when the line
of collimation is inclined downwards,and the negative sign when it is
inclined upwards)(g)Then
the cross hair is brought to the calculated correct reading by raising or
lowering the diaphragm
by means of the diaphragm screw.
Field procedures:(1)If the correct reading is seen below the collimation
hair on looking through
the telescope, the cross hair is to be lowered. This is done by loosening
the upper screw and
tightening the lower screw of the diaphragm.(2)If the correct reading is
seen above the
collimation hair, on looking through the telescope,the cross hair should
be raised. This is done by
loosening the lower screw and tightening the upper screw of the
diaphragm.

Exercise No.1:The following figures are staff readings taken in order on
a particular scheme,thebacksights being
underlined.0.813,2.170,2.908,2.630,3.133,3.752,3.277,1.899,2.390,2.81
0,1.542,1.274,0.643,The first reading was taken on abench
mark39.563.Enter the readings in level book form,check the

entries,and find the reduced level of the last point. Comment on your
completed reduction
EXERCISE NO 2
Differentiatedbetwwen rise fall and hight of instrument method
EXERCISE NO 3
Describe type of levelling
EXERCISE NO 4
Describe permanent adjustment of dumpy level

2.0 CONTOURING:
2.1Definations of related terms,concepts of
contours,characteristics of contours:
1)Contour line:The line of intersection of a level surface with the ground
surface is known as the contour line or simply the contour.It can also be
defined as a line passing through points of
equal reduced levels.
For example, a contour of 100 in indicates that all the points on this line
have an RL of 100 m.
Similarly, in a contour of 99m in, all the points have an RL of 99 in,and
so on (Fig.).A map
showing only the contour lines of an a r e a is called a contour map.

2. Contour Interval: The vertical distance between any two consecutive
contours is known as a contour interval. Suppose a map includes
contour lines of 100 in, 98 in, 96 in, and
so on. The contour interval here is 2 m. This interval depends upon: (i)
the nature of the ground (i.e. whether flat or steep), (ii) the scale of the
map, and (iii) the purpose of the
survey.
Contour intervals for flat country are generally small, e.g. 0.25 in, 0.50 in,
0.75 in, etc. The contour interval for a steep slope in a hilly area is
generally greater, e.g. 5 m, 10
m, 15 m, etc
2.1:Methods of contouring, plotting contour maps
OBJECT 0F PREPARING CONTOUR MAP:
The general map of a country includes the locations of roads, railways
rivers Villages, towns, and so on. But the nature of the ground surface
cannot be realised, from such a map. However, for all engineering
projects involving roads.railways, and so on, a knowledge of the nature
of t h e ground surface is required for locat- ing suitable alignments and
estimating the volume of earth work. Therefore, the contour map is
essential for all engineering project. This is why
contour maps are prepared.
USES OF CONTOUR MAP:
The following are the specific uses of the contour map:
The nature of the ground surface of a country can be understood by
studying a contour map. Hence, the possible route of communication
between different places can be demarcated.
A suitable site or an economical alignment can be selected for any
engineering project.
The capacity of a reservoir or the area of a catchment can be
approximately computed.
The intervisibility or otherwise of different points can be established.
A suitable route for a given gradient can be marked on the map.

A section of the ground surface can be drawn in any direction from the
contour map.
Quantities of earth work can be approximately computed.
Characteristics of Contours:
1.
(Ref Fig. )the contour lines are closer near the top of a hill or high
ground and wide apart near the foot. This indicates a very steep slope
towards the peak and a flatter slope towards the foot.

. In

2.Fig. the contour lines are closer near the bank of a pond or depression
and wide apart towards the centre. This indicates a steep slope near the
bank and a flatter slope at the centre.
3.Uniformly spaced, contour lines indicate a uniform slope (Fig. . ‘- ).

4.Contour lines always form a closed circuit. But these inesmay be within
or outside the limits of the map (Fig. )
5.Contour lines cannot cross one another, except in the case of an
overhanging cliff. But the over-lapping portion must be shown by a
dotted line (Fig. ).
6.When the higher value are inside the loop, it indicates a ridge line.
Contour lines cross ridge linesat right angles (Fig. ’).
7.When the lower values are insidie the loop, it indicates a valley line.
Contour lines cross the valley line at right angles (Fig. ).
8.Aseries of closed contours always indicates a depression or summit.
The lower values being inside the loop indicates a depre- ssion and the
higher values being Inside the loop indicates a summit.
(Fig. ).
9.Depressions b e t w e e n summit are called saddles (Fig.)
10.Contour lines meeting at a point indicate a vertical cliff.

METHODS OF CONTOURING
There are two methods of contouring----direct and indirect.
A)Direct Method:
There may be two cases, as outlined below.
Case-I: When the area is oblong and cannot be controlled from a single
station: In this method, the various points on any contour are located on
the ground by taking levels. Then these points are marked by pegs. After
this,the points are plotted on the map to any suitable scale ,by plane
table. This method is very slow. And tedious.But it gives accurate
contour lines.
Procedure:1)Suppose a contour map is to be prepared for an oblong
area.A temporary Bench mark
is set up near the site by taking fly level readings from a permanent
bench mark
.(2)The level is then set up at a suitable position L from where maximum
area can be covered
.(3)The Plane table is set up at a suitable station P from where the
above area can be plotted.
(4)A back sight reading is taken on the TBM. Suppose the RL of the
TBM is249.500 m and that the BS
reading is 2.250 m. then the RL of HI251.750 m. If s contour of 250.000
is required, the staff reading should be 1.750 m. If a contour of 249.000
m is required, the staff reading should be
2.750 m, and so on.
(5)The staff man holds the staff at different points of the area by
movingUp and down, or left and right, until the staff reading is exactly
1.750. Then,thepoints are marked by pegs. Suppose, these points are A,
B, C, D,….
6) A suitable point p is selected on the sheet to represent the
stationP.With the alidade touching p, rays are drawn to A, B, C and D.
Tue distancesPA, PB, PC and PD are measured and plotted to a
suitable scale. In This manner, the points a, b, c and d of the contour line
of RL 250.000m are obtained. These points are joined to obtain the
contour of 250.000 m
7)Similarly, the points of the other contours are fixated.(8) When
required, the levelling instrument and the plane table are shifted and set
up in a new position in order to continue the operation along the
oblong area.

Case-II:When the area is small and can be controlled from a single
station: In this case, the method

of radial lines is adopted to obtain contour map. This is alsovery slow
and tedious, but gives the
actual contour lines.
Direct Method:
1)The plane table is set up at a suitable station P from where the whole
area can be commanded.
2)A point p is suitably selected on the sheet to represent the station P.
Radial lines are then drawn in
different directions.
3) A temporary bench-mark is established near the site. The level is set
upat a suitable position L
and a BS reading is taken on the TBM. Let the HI in this setting be
153.250 m. So, to Find the
contour of RL, 152.000 in a staff reading of 1.250 in is required at a
particular point, so that the
RL of contour of that point comes to 152.000 m.
RL = HI — Staff reading
= 153.250 — 1.250 = 152.000 in
4.The staff man holds the staff along the rays drawn from the plane table
station in
such a way that the staff reading on that point is exactly 1.25In this
manner, points A,
B, C, D and E are located on the ground, where the staff readings are
exactly
1.250.(5)The distances PA, PB, PC, PD and PE are measured and
plotted to
anysuitable scale. Thus the points a, b, c, d and e are obtained which
are joined in
order to obtain a contour of 152.000.(6)The other contours may be
located in similar
fashion (Fig. ).

Indirect Method: In this method, the RLs of different points (spot levels)
are taken at regular intervals along a series of lines set up on the
ground. The positions of these points are plotted on a sheet to any
suitable scale. The spot levels are noted at the respective
points. Then the points of contour lines are found out by interpolation,
after which they are joined to get the required contour lines. Although
very quick, this method gives only the approximate positions of the
contour lines. This method can be adopted in two ways, (i)
cross-sections, and (ii) squares.
(a)Using Cross-sections: In this method, a base line, centre line or
profile line is considered. Cross-sections are taken perpendicular to this
line at regular intervals (say
50 m,100m etc.). After this, points are marked along the cross-sections
at-regular intervals (say, 5m, 10m, etc). A temporary bench-mark is set
up near the site.Staff readings
are taken along the base line and the cross-sections. The readings are
entered in thelevel book; the base line and the cross-sections should
also be mentioned. The RL of each of the points calculated. Then the
base fine and cross-sections are plotted to a suitable scale.
Subsequently the RLs of the respective points are noted on the map,
after which the required contour line is drawn by interpolation . This
method is suitable for route survey ,when the cross sections are taken
transverse to the longitudinal section.

(b)Using Squares: In this method, the area is divided into a number of
squares.The size of these squares depends upon the nature and extent
of the ground. Generally they have a sides varying from5 to 20m.The
corners of the squares are numbered serially, as 1,2,3,…..A
temporary bench mark is set up near the site, and the level is set up at a
suitable position. The staff readings on the corners of the squares are
taken and noted in the level book maintaining
the sequence of the serial numbers of the corners. The RLs of all the
corners are calculated.
The skeletons of the squares are plotted to a suitable scale. The
respective RLs on the corners, after which the contour lines are drawn
by interpolation.
2.3Interpretetion of contour maps, toposheets:
Method of Interpolation of Contours: The process of locating the
contours proportionately
between the plotted points is termed interpolation. This can be done by:
(1)Arithmetical Calculation:Let A and B be two corners of the
squares.The RL of A is 98.75m,and
that of B 100.75m.The horizontal distance between A and B is
10m,Horizontal distance between
A and B=10m,Vertical distance between A and B=100.75-98.75=2m,Let
a contour of 99.00m be
required. Then, difference of level between A and 99.00m
contour=99.00-98.75=0.25m,∴Distance
of 99.00m contour line from A=
_1
#
x0.25=1.25m. This calculated distance is plotted to the same scale
in which the skeleton was plotted, to obtain a point of RL of
99.00m,Similarly the other point is
located.
(2)By graphical method: On a sheet of tracing paper, a line AB is
drawn and divided into equal parts.
AB is bisected at C, and a perpendicular is drawn at this point. A point O
is selected on this
perpendicular. Then radial lines are drawn from O to the divisions on AB.
These lines serve as guide lines. The boundary line and every fifth line is
marked with a thick or red line.Suppose we have to
interpolate a 2m contour interval between two points a and b of RLs92.5
and 100.75m.Let us consider

the lowest radial line OB to represent an RL of 90.00.So every fifth
line(which is bold red or red)will
represent 95.100,105,etc.The tracing paper is moved over the plan until
a lies at 92.5 and b at
100.25.Lineab should be parallel to AB.Now the points 94,96,98,100 are
picked through to obtain the
positions of the required contour

2.4Use of contour maps on civil engineering projects-drawing crosssections from contour maps,
locating: Since a contour map is a three dimensional representation of
the earth’s surface. it furnishes a lot of information. Some of the uses
that a contour map can be put to are as follows.
Determination of intervisibility:Let it be required to ascertain the
intervisibility of two stations A and B having elevations 62m and
90m,respectively,as shown in the contour map(Ref:fig.).Join
A and B is 28m(90-62=28).The line of sight will have an inclination of
28m in the distance ab. draw projections to mark points of elevation
of90,85,…,62 on the line ab. Compare these points
with the corresponding points in which the contours cut the line ab.At the
point e,the ground has an elevation of 75 and 70m),whereas line of sight
will have an elevation less than 75m(between
75 and 70m).It can be seen that there will be obstruction in the range
CD.Similarly,checks can be made for the other points.

Drainage area:The extent of drainage area may be estimated on a
contour map by locating the
ridge line around the watershed.The ridge line should be located in such
apposition that the ground slopes are down on either side of it.The area
is found out by Planimetric measurements.
Capacity of reservoirs:Reservoirs are made for water supply and for
power or irrigation projects.A contour map is very useful to study the
possible location of a dam and the volume of
water to be confined.All the contours are closed lines within the reservoir
area.
Site of structures:The most economical and suitable site for structures
such as buildings,bridges,dams etc. can be found from large –scale
contour maps.
Earthquake estimates:On the contour line of the original surface,the
contours of the desired altered surface are drawn.By joining the
intersections of the original contours and new ones of
equalvalue,the line in which the new surface cuts the original is
obtained.Exacavation is required within this line,whereas the
surrounding parts will be in the embankment.The volume of
cut or a fill is found by multiplying the average by the contour interval.
Route Location:By inspecting a contour map the most sitable site for a
road,railway,canal etc. can be selected.By following the contour
lines,steepgradients,cutting and filling,etc.may be
avoided.
EXERCISE 1Define contour and the characteristics of contour
EXERCISE 2Define methods of contour

CHAPTER 7
.Computation of Area
Introduction:It is the space of a tract of land projected upon the horizontal plane and not to the actual area
of the land surface.
It may be expressed in Square metres(m2),Hectares(1 hectare= 10000m2),Square
feet,Acre.
Methods for computation of area:There are two methods of computation of the Area:A. Graphical method
B. Instrumental method

Calculation of area from Graphical method:The area may be calculated in two following ways:i.From field Notes
ii.From Plotted plan
Computation of the area from field notes
In this method the computation of the area is done in two steps:a. In survey works the whole area is divided into number of some geometrical Fig. such
as triangles, rectangles, square, trapeziums and then the area is calculated.
b. Then the area of this geometrical fig. added up to get the required area.

Calculation of the area from Plotted plan:The area may be calculated in two following ways:i.Considering the entire area
ii.Considering the Boundary area

Considering the Entire area:-The entire area is divided into regions of
convenient shape and they are calculated by
a.By dividing the area into triangles:- The triangles are so drawn as to
equalize the irregular boundary line. Then the bases and altitude of the triangles
are determined according to the scale toto which plan is drawn. After this the
areas of these triangles are calculated.(fig.1)
b. Bydividing the area into squares:- In this method squares of
equal size are ruled out on a piece of tracing paper. Each square
represents a unit area which could be 1cm2 or 1m2.The tracing
paper is placed over the plan and the full squres are counted. The
total area is then calculated by multiplying the number of squres
by the unit area of each square
c. By drawing parallel lines and converting them into
rectangles:- In this method , a series of equidistant parallel
lines are drawn on a tracing paper. The constant distance
represents a metre or cm. The tracing paper is placed over
the plan in such a way the area is enclosed between parallel
lines at the top and bottom. Thus the area is number of
strips. The curved ends of the strips are replaced by
perpendicular lines and no. of rectangles are formed. The
sum of the lengths of the rectangles is then calculated.
Required Area= ∑length of rectangle X constant distant

Considering the Boundary area:-In this method the large
square or rectangle is formed with in the area in the plan .
The ordinates are drawn at a regular interval from side of
the square to the curved boundary. The middle area is
calculated in the usual manner. The boundary area is
calculated by
a.Mid Ordinate rule
b.Average ordinate rule
c.Trapezoidal rule

d.Simpson’s rule
Mid Ordinate rule:-

Let O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6,O7……………………………………….On= ordinates
at equal intervals
L= length of the base line
d= Common distance between ordinates
h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,h7,…………………………….hn= mid ordinates
Area of the plot = ( h1 X d) + (h2 X d) + (h3 X d )+ (h4 X d)
+………………………………..+ (hnX d)
= d(h1 +h2+h3 + h4 +h5 +h6 +h7 +…………………………… + hn)
Where h1= (O1+O2)/2 and so on
Therefore the required area = common distance X sum of the mid ordinates.

Average ordinate rule:-

Let O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6,……………………………………….On= ordinates or
offsets at regular intervals
L= length of the base line
n= no. of divisions
n + 1 = number of ordinates
Area = (O1 +O2+ O3+ O4+ O5 +O6 +………………………. +On) X L
On + 1
Trapezoidal rule:While applying the trapezoidal rule boundaries between the ends of the
ordinates are assumed to be straight. So, thearea enclosed between the base line
and the irregular boundary lines are to be considered as trapezoids.
Let, O1,O2,O3,O4,O5,O6,O7……………………………………….On= ordinates
at equal intervals
d= Common distance between ordinates
L= length of the base line

There fore,
1st area = O1 +O2 X d
2
nd
2 area = O2 +O3 X d
2
rd
3 area = O3 +O4 X d
2
th
4 area = O4 +O5 X d
2
………………………………………………… and so on
Last area ={ (On – 1 + On) X d} / 2
There fore the required area = 1st area + 2nd area + 3rd area + 4th area
+…………………….. + Last area
=[ {(O1 +O2)X d}/2] + [{( O2 +O3 )X d}/2] +
[{( O3 +O4)X d}/2] + [ {( O4 +O5 )X d)/2}]+
…………………………..+ {(On – 1 + On)
X d} / 2.
= d/2(O1+ O2 +O2 +O3 + O3+ O4+ O4+ O5+ O5+
…………………………..On)
= d/2(O1 + 2O2+ 2O3+ 2 O4+ 2 O5
+………………………. +On)
= common distance {(1st ordinate + last
ordinate) +2(sum of the other ordinates)

2
Therefore the Trapezoidal rule states that the sum of the first and last ordinate,
twice the sum of the intermediate ordinates is added. This total sum is
multiplied by the common distance . Half of this product is the required area.
Limitation:-There is no limitation. This rule can be applied for any number of
ordinates

Simpson’s rule:In this rule the boundaries between the ends of the ordinates are assumed
to form an arc of parabola. Hence Simpson’s rule is also known as parabolic
rule . This rule is also known as Prismodial rule.

Let O1,O2,O3 = three consecutive ordinates
d= Common distance between ordinates
Therefore the required area AFeDC = Area of the trapezium AFDC + Area of
the segment FeDEF
Area of the trapezium AFDC = O1 + O3 X 2d
2

Area of the segment FeDEF = 2 x area of the parallelogram
3
2/3(Ee X 2d) = 2/3 X {O2 – (O1 + O3 )} X 2d
2
So, the area between the first two division is
A1= [(O1 + O3) X 2d ] + [2/3 X {O2 – (O1 + O3 )} X 2d]
2
2
=d/3(O1 + 4 O2 + O3) .
Similarily, the area between two next division is calculated……..
A2 = d/3(O3 + 4 O4 + O5) .
A3 = d/3(O5 + 4 O6 + O7) and so on
Required area =

A1 + A2 + A3………………………………………….. + An

= { d/3(O1 + 4 O2 + O3)} + { d/3(O3 + 4 O4 + O5)} + {d/3(O5 + 4 O6 + O7)}
+….…… +{d/3(On-2 +4 On-1 + On)}
= d/3[{O1 + On} + 4(O2+ O4 + O6….................+ 4 On-1) + 2(O3 + O5+ O7 +
………… + On-2)]
= common distance X {(1st ordinate + last ordinate)+ 4X( sum of the even
ordinates) +2X( sum of the odd ordinates)
3
Therefore Simpson’s Rule states that the sum of the first and last ordinate, four
times the sum of the remaining even ordinates and twice the sum of the
remaining odd ordinates are added. This total sum is multiplied by the common
distance. One third of this product gives the required area.
Limitation:- This rule is only applicable when the number of divisions is even
and ordinates are odd.
Difference between the Trapezoidal rule and Simpson’s rule
Sl.no

Trapezoidal rule

Simpson’s rule

1.

2.

3.

The boundary between the
ordinates is considered to be
straight
There is no limitation. It can be
applied for
any number of
ordinates
It gives an approximate result.

The boundary between the ordinates
is considered to be arc of a parabola
This rule is only applicable when
the number of divisions is even and
ordinates are odd.
It gives an accurate result.
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